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Abstrats

Approximations to the Boltzmann Equation and Appliations in Optial

Tomography

Simon R. Arridge

The steady state Boltzmann Equation for time-harmoni soures is written
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the di�usion equation is not valid and higher order approximations

an be obtained by retaining further terms in the spherial harmoni expansion of �.

This talk presents a general formulation for these so alled P

N

approximations and shows

examples of the di�er in solutions obtained for ases of low sattering and high absorption.

Disrete 2-D and 3-D Fourier Based Radon Transform

Amir Averbuh

(joint work with R. Coifman, D. Donho, M. Israeli, Y. Shokilinsky)

We de�ne a notion of Radon transform for n � n data. It is based on summation along

lines of absolute slope less than 1 with values at non-artesian loations de�ned using

trigonometri interpolations on a zero-padded grid. The de�nition is geometrially faith-

ful, the lines exhibit no 'wraparound e�ets'. For a speial set of lines we desribe an

exat algorithm whih uses O(N logN) ops, where N = n

2

. This relies on a disrete

projetion-slie theorem relating this Radon transform to what we all the Pseudopolar

Fourier Transform. The Pseudopolar FT evaluates the 2-D Fourier transform on a non-

artesian pointset, whih we all the Pseudopolar grid. Fast Pseudopolar FT - the proess

of rapid exat evaluation of the 2-D Fourier transform at these non-artesian grid points

- is possible using hirp-Z transforms. This Radon transform is one-to-one and hene

invertible on its range; it is rapidly invertible to any degree of desired auray using a

preonditioned onjugate gradient solver. We also desribe a 3-D version of the transform

and the 3-D X-ray transform.
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Novikov's inversion formula for the attenuated Radon transform

Jan Boman

(joint work with J.-O. Str�omberg)

The attenuated Radon transform R

�

is de�ned by R

�
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and �(x) is a given funtion with ompat support. An expliit inversion formula for R

�

was reently given by R.G. Novikov (Ark. Mat. 2002). A simpli�ed proof of Novikov's

formula was later given by F. Natterer. We prove a formula similar to Novikov's under the

following ondition on �(x; �) on a bounded open set 
 ontaining the support of f :
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This ondition is satis�ed by the weight funtion (1). On the other hand, there exist

funtions � satisfying (2) whih are not of the form (1), and in fat annot be written
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Phase-Contrast Tomography

Andrei V. Bronnikov

Phase-ontrast x-ray omputed tomography (CT) is an emerging imaging tehnique that

an be implemented at third-generation synhrotron radiation soures or by using a mi-

rofous x-ray soure. Promising results have reently been obtained in materials siene

and mediine. At the same time, the lak of a mathematial theory omparable with that

of onventional CT limits the progress in this �eld. Suh a theory is now suggested, es-

tablishing a fundamental relation between the three-dimensional Radon transform of the

objet funtion and the two dimensional Radon transform of the phase-ontrast projetion.

A reonstrution algorithm is derived in the form of a �ltered bakprojetion. The �lter

funtion is given in the spae and spatial-frequeny domais. The theory suggested enables

one to quantitatively determine the refrative index of a weakly absorbing medium from

x-ray intensity data measured in the near-�eld region. The results of omputer simulations

are disussed.

Adaptive Estimation in Tomography

Laurent Cavalier

The priniple of tomography is to reonstrut a multidimensional funtion from observa-

tions of its integrals over hyperplanes. We onsider here a model of stohasti tomography

where we observe the Radon transform Rf of the funtion f with a stohasti error. Then

we onstrut a \data-driven" estimator whih does not depend on any a priori smoothness

assumptions on the funtion f . Considering pointwise mean-squared error, we prove that

it has (up to a log) the same asymptoti properties as an orale. We give an example of
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Sobolev lasses of funtions where our estimator onverges to f(x) with the optimal rate

of onvergene up to a log fator.

Image Reonstrution form Trunated Projetions

Rolf Clokdoyle

A ommon pratial problem in one-beam tomography is that the detetor is not large

enough to view the entire objet, so the one-beam projetions are trunated. Trunated

projetions have always aused some diÆulty in image reonstrution theory, and in 2D

the approah has generally been to build large enough detetor to avoid trunation. In

one-beam tomography where the typial objet (a human being) is too large for reason-

able detetors, the trunation problem must be addressed. Sine there is always some

redundany when a vertex path satis�es Tuy's ondition, there is some hope that the lost

information an be ompensated by the redundany. However the general problem is not

easily resolved beause the ondition is not known on whih rays must be measured through

a 3D objet for tomographi ompleteness of a region-of-interest (ROI).

In 2D, it is well known that all rays through the objet must be measured in order to stably

reonstrut the objet. It has been widely assumed that all suh rays are also required even

if only a ROI is to be reonstruted. Reent results have shown this statement to be false,

and opens up the general ROI question in 2D also. These results appeared in a publiation

by Fr�ed�eri Noo et al [Phys. Med. Biol. 47(14), 2525-2548 (July 2002)℄ and are based

on an old formula Hp(�; s) = g

H
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Basially, values of Hp an be alulated using properly hosen fanbeam projetions, and

this proess partially releases the requirement of measuring uninteresting line-integrals,

those not passing through the ROI.

On the inverse problem of optial tomography

Thomas Dierkes

Optial tomography in time and frequeny domain is governed by an inverse problem for a

paraboli equation and an ellipti equation, respetively. The orresponding boundary to

boundary data maps are desribed in terms of a Lippmann-Shwinger integral equation.

We will make use of the singular value deomposition of the integral operator for solving

the non linear and ill-posed inverse problem iteratively. Numerial examples in 3D are

given both for synthethi and experimental data.
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A level set method for shape reonstrution in medial and geophysial

imaging

Oliver Dorn

Reently, the level set method for desribing propagating fronts has beome quite popular

in the appliation of medial or geophysial tomography. The goal in these appliations is

to reonstrut unknown objets inside a given domain from a �nite set of boundary data.

Mathematially, these problems de�ne nonlinear inverse problems, where usually iterative

solution strategies are required. Starting out from some initial guess for the unknown

obstales, suessive orretions to this initial shape are alulated suh that the so evolving

shapes eventually onverge to a shape whih sati�es the olleted data. Sine the hidden

objets an have a ompliated topologial struture whih is not known a priori, the

shapes usually undergo several topology hanges during this evolution before onverging

to the �nal solution. Therefore, a powerful and exible tool for the numerial desription

of these propagating shapes is essential for the suess of the inversion method of hoie.

In the talk, we present a reently developed two-step shape reonstrution method whih

uses a level set representation of the shapes for this purpose. Numerial results will be

presented for three di�erent pratially relevant examples: ross-borehole eletromagneti

tomography using a 2D Helmholtz model, surfae to borehole 3D eletromagneti indution

tomography (EMIT) using a model based on the full 3D system of Maxwell's equations,

and di�use optial tomography (DOT) for medial imaging using a model based on the

linear transport equation in 2D.

Sampling Theory and Parallel-Beam Tomography

Adel Faridani

Appliations of sampling theory in tomography inlude the identi�ation of eÆient sam-

pling shemes; a qualitative understanding of some artifats; and numerial analysis of

reonstrution algorithms. The fous of this talk is the investigation of artifats aused

by undersampling in the angular variable in 2D parallel-beam tomography. A new error

analysis for the �ltered bakprojetion algorithm is presented whih reveals both the loa-

tion and the relative strength of these artifats, depending on the sampling lattie. While

the undersampling artifats are quite small for the standard lattie, they are muh more

severe for the theoretially more eÆient interlaed lattie. The two latties also di�er with

respet to the loation of the artifats. If the objet is onentrated near a point x

0

, then

for the standard lattie the artifats appear �rst near the boundary of the reonstrution

region opposite of x

0

. For the interlaed lattie we distinguish two ases. If the detetor

spaing d assumes its maximal value of d = 2�=b, then the artifats appear �rst on the

whole boundary of the reonstrution region. If d is smaller, then they appear �rst on the

part of the boundary losest to x

0

. A preprint is available at www.oregonstate.edu/ fari-

dana.
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Thermoaousti Tomography Motivates a Generalized Radon Inversion

Problem

David Finh and Sarah Path

(joint work with Rakesh)

Thermoaousti tomography as developed by Kruger et al. measures the generalized Radon

transform of integration over spheres Rf(p; t) =

R

�2S

2

f(p + t�) d�. Here the support of f

is assumed to lie in a ball and the enters lie on the boundary of the ball. In the physial

problem the enters are onstrained to lie in a hemisphere. We solve the inversion problem

assuming enters on the full sphere, by a formula of �ltered bak projetion type. This is

equivalent to an energy identity for solutions of the wave equations whih we an establish

in all odd dimensions. We also have uniqueness and indiret inversion methods for other

enter sets, using wave equation methods.

Domain visualization with the fatorization method

Natalia Grinberg

We study the Helmholtz equation Æu + k

2

u = 0 in exterior of unknown (to reonstrut)

obstale D with C

2

-boundary �. The boundary ondition an be a Dirihlet, Newton,

Robin or mixed type. The data for domain visualization is the far �eld operator (FFO)
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if and only if z 2 D. To �nd R(G) we use the 'square root haraterization':
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To handle the mixed boundary problem ase (Dirihlet on one part of the boundary �

1

and

Robin/Neumann on the rest �

2

) we an use, in priniple, the F -haraterization with test

funtions  subjet to speial onstraint. If two referene domains D

0

1;2

with

�

D

j

� D

0

i

; j =

1; 2 are a-priori known, then the test funtions for visualization of D

1

should be small on

D

0

2

and v.v. If no a-priori geometrial information is available, we restrit ourselves to the

test sequene f 

(�)

k

; k = l; : : :1g onentrating at urve �, whih onnets the point z

with in�nity (it is onvenient to take rays). With the F -haraterization it is possible to

detet the intersetion points of � and �.
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Dynami X-ray Computed Tomography

Pierre Grangeat

(joint work with S. Bonnet, A. Koenig, T. Rodet, S. Roux, P. Hugonnard, R.

Guillemaud)

Dynami Computed Tomography (CT) imaging aims at reonstruting image sequenes

where the dynami nature of the living human body is of primary interest. Conerned

appliations are radiotherapy planning, image-guided interventional proedures, funtional

studies and ardia imaging. The introdution of ultra-fast rotating gantries along with

multirow detetors and in near future area detetors allows a huge progress towards the

imaging of moving organs with low-ontrast resolution. In order to ompensate for time

evolution and motion artefats, we propose to use a dynami partile model to desribe the

objet evolution. One main interest is to proess data aquisition on several half-turns in

order to redue the dose delivered per rotation while keeping the same signal to noise ratio

for every frame. The proposed algorithm is based on an adaptive motion-ompensated

temporal predition along the partile trajetories within the bakprojetion omputation.

We desribe the dynami partile model and its approximations, the dynami one-beam

CT aquisition model and the dynami one-beam reonstrution algorithm assoiated

with a one-beam to fan-parallel beam rebinning approah. Suh an algorithm provides 4D

image sequenes with aurate spatio-temporal information. Results have been illustrated

on simulated data.

Referene: P. Grangeat, A. Koenig, T. Rodet, S. Bonnet, "Theoretial framework for a

dynami one-beam reonstrution algorithm based on a dynami partile model", Phys.

Med. Biol., August 2002 issue.

Nonlinear network tomography

F. Alberto Gr

�

unbaum

(joint work with S. Path, L. Matusevih)

Consider a Multiterminal Network, i.e. a direted graph with 3 kinds of nodes: inoming

(soures), outgoing (sinks) and hidden (interior). For eah direted edge there is an un-

known transition probability between the nodes determining the edge in question. For any

edge the 'time' for a transition is one.

The problem is to reover as muh as possible of the unknown probability matrix from the

'moments' of the 'time of ight' for any soure-sink pair.

For ertain networks inspired by di�use tomography one an do an optimal job, i.e. deter-

mine exatly all the unknowns exept for a 'natural gauge'. The dimension of the gauge

equal the number of hidden states.

In some small ases this inversion an be done by means of expliit formulas.
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An exat FBP-type inversion algorithm for spiral one-beam CT

Alexander Katsevih

We disuss a theoretially exat formula for inversion of data obtained by a spiral CT san

with a 2-D detetor array. The formula an be implemented in a �ltered bak-projetion

fashion, in whih the �ltering step is shift-invariant. Some properties of the formula are

studied. We �nd the dependene of the bak-projetion oeÆients on the x-ray soure-

voxel distane. We show that if f is z-independent or if the pith of the spiral goes to zero,

the formula transforms to a familiar in the 2-D ase. Results of numerial experiments

with the formula are presented.

Inversion of the exponential ray transform in 3-D using parallel-beam data

measured from losed orbits

Leonid Kunyansky

We derive an expliit inversion formula for the 3-D exponential ray transform in the ase

of parallel-beam measurements made from losed 1-D orbits, valid for the ase of onstant

attenuation. As we show, this problem an be redued to inversion of a series of the

exponential Radon transforms in 2-D with omplex-valued angle-dependant attenuation.

We present an inversion formula for suh 2-D transforms, thus solving the original 3D

problem. An interesting property of the present approah is that the reonstrution is

possible even when the detetor's trajetory does not satisfy the well-known Tuy ondition

| in the both attenuated and unattenuated ases.

3D CT: Tomosynthesis and phase ontrast

Alfred K. Louis

(joint work with R. M�uller, P. Jonas)

In this talk the approximate inverse is presented as a general tool to derive reonstrution

formulae. It is a regularization tehnique that allows to inorporate invariane properties

of the operator in the reonstrution kernel. As a �rst example the derivation of inversion

formulae for 3D CT is onsidered reonstrutions and movies from real data are presented.

The next example is tomosynthesis, a 3D CT tehnique with a speial sanning geometry.

Here a hybrid approah is used. The �rst step is the lassial bakprojetion. In the se-

ond step a reonstrution kernel is used that is numerially determined as inverse of R

�

R.

Reonstrutions from a realisti phantom show the appliability of the method and the

typial limitations in the resolution.

As third example a holographi imaging tehnique is presented whih leads to phase on-

trast tomography. This tehnique is applied if the objet under onsideration does not

vary to muh, and where wave phenomena bear the information. A mathematial model

relating the data j(u

i

+u

s

)(x)j

2

with the omplex-valued objet is presented and nonlinear

inversion shemes are derived. Reonstrutions and movies from real data are shown also

here.
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Nonlinear multisale smoothing and an appliation in MEG imaging

Peter Maass

The MEG group at the neurophysiologial department at the University of T�ubingen re-

searh 168 hannels of MEG data in an endeavour to determine the risk of premature birth.

The image proessing task is to seperate the di�erent strutures in the MEG data (heart

mother, heart baby, ontration, et.).

In the seond part of the talk we ompare di�erent onepts of multisale smoothing and

analyse the relations between there onepts. As a theoretial result we determine a PDE

whih is equivalent to Donoho shrinkage (Wavelet smoothing).

Finally we present results for di�erent appliations, inluding the separation of the on-

trations from the MEG data. This rests on a areful, adaptive hoie of the trunation

levels.

A pratial Sobolev spae for Compterized Tomography

Prabhat Munshi

An inverse theorem has been developed to predit the error in CT images obtained by

the onvolution bakprojetion algorithm. The numerial veri�ation and experimental

validation has also been arried out. The main advantage (of these Sobolev spae based

error estimates) is the predition of reonstrution error in 'real' CT images where the

atual ross-setion is not known.

The role of miroloal analysis in high-frequeny imaging

Clifford Nolan

Geometrial Optis and its generalisations using miroloal analysis represent an ideal tool

for representing the propagation and sattering of waves.

Starting with the aousti wave equation, we review how to approximate singly-sattered

waves. Suh waves are viewed as perturbed pressure waves about a known bakground

�eld. They rise from an unknown singular (non-smooth) perturbation in sound speed

about a known referene speed. The data is measured for pairs of soures and reeivers

on a hypersurfae and an be shown to be a 'generalised Radon Transform' of the sound

speed perturbation. We then show how singularities are mapped from the sound speed to

the data; de�ning the 'sattering relation', and explain how, when the relation is � 2 : 1

(many-to-one), artifats will be generated in the bakprojeted image. We have an expliit

riterion of how to avoid artifats based on where/how data is olleted and the referene

sound speed (whih is variable in general).

Finally, we present a reent result of G. Uhlmann and C. Nolan, where a geometrial optis

expansion is developed for the Green's Tensor in a generi EM (Maxwell's Eq.) or linear

elasti system.

Dynami Emission Tomography

Dominikus Noll

Dynmai Single Photon Emission Tomography (dSPECT) visualizes the hanging distri-

bution of a radiopharmaential in the human body. This requires new reonstrution

methods, whih in the ase presented are based on nonlinear optimization methods. Clin-

ial appliations are disussed.
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Ray methods in di�ration tomography

Vitor Palamodov

Any novel tehnique for solving the inverse sattering problem for the aousti equation

is desribed. Any beam like solution of the Helmholtz equation an be approximated by

an exat solution whih dereased fast out of the given ray in the on�guration plane.

Substituting this solution together with a beam like solution of a perturbed Helmholtz

equation into the Green integral skew form gives the sharpest possible loalization of

the perturbation of the refration oeÆient in the phase spae in terms of boundary

measurements of both solutions. We an san the support of the perturbation by variation

of two rays.

Linear Methods in Mirowave Tomography

Mihele Piana

Mirowave Tomography (MT) is a nonlinear inverse sattering problem whih is diÆult

to solve beause it is ill-posed and generially non-linear. Possible approahes involve

Newton-type optimization shemes (aurate but typially omputationelly heavy), lin-

earized methods (not appliable in the ase of resonane frequenies) and linear sampling

methods (not yet experimentally validated). Here I desribe a Japanese mirowave tomo-

graph where the input signal is a hirp ompatly supported signal and the geometrial

setup is similar to the X-ray tomography parallel beam one. In partiular I introdue a

linear model showing that, in spae invariant onditions, the image formation proessing

an be desribed by means of the onvolution produt of the devie response funtion and

the Radon projetion of the outast funtion. This model naturally suggests an image

restoration algorithm based on two steps: regularized deonvolution of the hirp sinogram

and appliation of FBP to the regularized Radon projetion.

Tomography plus the wave equation

Eri Todd Quinto

(joint work with M. Agranousky, O.

�

Oktem, U. Skoglund, Side, L. Quinto)

The author spoke about two topis. First, he disussed a problem in eletron mirosopy,

the reonstrution of objets from unevenly spaed limited tomographi data. He showed

a reonstrution of an RNA moleule using a version of Lambda CT he developed for this

problem. This is work in ollaboration with Ulf Skoglund and Ozan Oktem of SIDEC

Tehnologies in Sweden.

Seond, the author presented new results with Mark Agranovsky on stationary sets for the

Dirihlet problem for the wave equation on rystallographi domains 
 in R

n

. A stationary

set is the subset of 
 where the solution to the wave equation initial boundary value

problem stays stationary for all time. We ompletely haraterize stationary sets when

the domain is a fundamental domain of a rystallographi group generated by reetions

in the boundary hyperplanes of 
. We assume the initial position is u(x; 0) = 0 and the

initial veloity, u

t

(x; 0) = f(x) is ompatly supported in the interior of 
. Stationary

sets, if not empty, onsist only of ross-setions of the domain by hyperplanes union lower

dimensional sets. The hyperplanes have well de�ned symmetry.
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Dynamial systems method for solving linear and nonlinear ill-posed and

well- posed problems

Alexander G. Ramm

Consider an operator equation F (u) = 0 in a Hilbert spae. The problem of solving this

equation is ill-posed if the operator F

0

(u) is not boundedly invertible. A general method

for solving linear and nonlinear ill-posed problems in a Hilbert spae is presented. This

method onsists of the onstrution of a nonlinear dynamial system, that is, a Cauhy

problem, whih has the following properties

(1) it has global solution

(2) this solution tends to a limit as time tends to in�nity

(3) the limit solves the original linear or non-linear problem.

Examples of the appliations of this approah are given. The method works for a wide

range of well-posed problems as well.

Mathematial Methods in Tomography

Andreas Rieder

The �ltered bakprojetion algorithm is probably the most often used reonstrution algo-

rithm in 2D-omputerized tomgraphy. For the parallel sanning geometry we prove optimal

L

2

-onvergene rates for density distribution in Sobolev spaes. The key to suess is a

new representation of the �ltered bakprojetion whih enables us to apply tehniques from

approximation theory. Our analysis provides further a modi�ation of the Shepp-Logan

reonstrution �lter with an improved onvergene behavior. Numerial experiments re-

produe the theoretial preditions.

Miro-CT: Speial Challenges and Solutions

Erik L. Ritman

With the inreasing interest in drug disovery and miro-arhitetural features of intat

organs, there is muh interest in high resolution tomographi imaging of small rodents.

While to some extent this involves building 'mini' versions of linial whole-body sanners

with spatial resolution in the 0:5 � 1:0mm

3

range, the greatest interest is in inreasing

the spatial resolution to the mirometer level. This latter requires 'miro' sanners, whih

involves both physis and preision requirements and oppertunities not onsidered in the

linial or mini sanners. While hardware solutions to many of these speial needs an be

found, the limits of the hardware an be extended by judiious use of novel sanning and

reonstrution algorithms.

Examples of new developments in, and speulations about, meeting these hallanges are

presented.
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Defet onvetion in vetor �eld tomography using boundary element

methods

Thomas Shuster

The problem of 2D vetor �eld tomography onsists of reonstruting a vetor �eld f 2

L

2

(
)

2

from the Doppler transform

Df(!; s) =

Z

hx;!i=s

h!

?

; f(x)i dl(x)

of f for �nitely many given diretions !

k

2 S

1

and distanes from the origin s

l

2 [�1; 1℄.

An approximate inverse of f is omputed by

(f

app

)

j

(x) := S

j

u;

D

n

f(x) =

X

k;l

Df(!

k

; s

l

)�

j



(!

k

; s

l

� (x; !

k

i) ;

whih is a reonstrution formula of �ltered bakprojetion type. Using the Helmholtz

deomposition of f

app

f

app

= f

s

+rp ;

whih beomes unique postulating hn; f

s

i = 0 on �
, we obtain

kf � f

s

k

L

2

< kf � f

app

k

L

2

:

The potential part rp is determined solving the Neumann boundary problem

(�)

�

�p = r � f

app

in 
 ;

�p

�n

= hn; f

app

i on �


An approximate solution of (�) ist presented using boundary element methods, whih

avoids the di�erentiation of f

app

. Furthermore we get a stable and fast approximation to

the arising Newton potential using the speial struture of S

j

n;

and the �lter �

j



. Several

numerial results are shown.

Moment based tools for Doppler Vetor Tomography

Gunnar Sparr

Given a vetor �eld in some region in 2D or 3D. By Doppler Vetor Tomography we mean

situations where known data onstist of, for 'eah' line, the distribution (or histogram)

of the veloity omponents of the vetor �eld along the line. Suh data an be ahieved

e.g. by Doppler ultrasound measurements. The problem is to reonstrut the vetor �eld.

For this inverse problem uniqueness an not be expeted, as shown by simple examples

of vetor �elds having the same veloity distribution for every line. In the planar ase,

by onsidering moments of di�erent orders of suh veloity distributions, a new transform

is de�ned, the M-transform. It is shown that for eah order, the M-transform an be

expressed as a di�erential operator ating on the �eld omponents. Reursion formulas

for M-transforms of di�erent orders are derived, with the impliation that the vetor �eld

has to ful�l one Poisson equation, one Monge-Ampere equation, and an in�nite set of

algebrai equations, with oeÆients desribed by M-transforms of di�erent orders. In

partiular, at eah point the number of solutions has an upper limit of six. (Referene:

Fredrik Andersson, Li.Thesis, Lund 2002.)
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Evaluation of Radial Funtions by Fast Fourier Transforms at Nonequispaed

Knotes

Gabriele Steidl

We develop a new algorithm for the fast evaluation of radial funtions

f(y

j

) =

N

X

k=1

�

K

K(ky

j

� x

K

k)

at knots y

j

2 R

2

(j = 1; : : :M) based on the reently developed fast Fourier transform at

nonequispaed knots. Our algorithm is simply strutured so that it an easily be adapted

to di�erent kernels. This holds in partiular for our regularization proedure whih is

neessary for singular kernels. For these kernels our algorithm needs O(N log

p

N+N+M)

arithmeti operations, where the onstant of proportionality depends only on the preision

required. The omplexity redues further to O(N +M) arithmeti operations for smooth

kernels. We prove error estimats to obtain lues about the hoie of the involved parameters

and present numerial examples for various frequently applied singular and smooth kernels

in two dimensions.

On Novikov's inversion formula for the attenuated Radon transform

Jan-Olav Str

�

omberg

(joint work with J. Boman)

The inversion formula holds for weighted Radon transforms for attenuated weights �(�; x) =

exp(�

R

1

0

�(x+t�

?

) dt). The formula an be proved by rather elementary arguments: using

polar oordinates, a hange of the order of integration and the alulation of three simple

residue integrals. With a sligt hange in the formula it will also hold for a lass of weights

whih is somewhat larger than the lass of attenuated weights. We also observe that with a

areful formulation of the inversion formula it will hold also when the attenuation funtion

�(x) is omplex valued.

Three-Dimensional Reonstrution by Chahine's Method from Projetions

Corrupted by Eletron Mirosope Aberrations

J. P. Zubelli

(joint work with R.Marabini, C.O.S.Sorzano and G.T.Herman )

A projetion image obtained by an eletron mirosope an be oneived of as an \ideal"

projetion subjeted to a ontrast transfer funtion (CTF), whih eliminates some fre-

quenies and reverses the phase of others. The aberration aused by the CTF makes

the problem of reonstrution from suh data diÆult. We reformulate the problem so

that Chahine's method beomes appliable to it. We substantiate our results with ample

numerial evidene using both simulated and atual eletron mirosopy data.

Edited by Peter Jonas
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